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ADNID PRNAV Trial 
 
In February 2014 Gatwick Airport launched a trial of a PRNAV (Precision-
Aviation Navigation i.e. sat nav for aircraft and thus ‘concentration’). PRNAV 
results in aircraft flying one directly behind the other along the same flight path 
rather than ‘distribution’ of aircraft in order to spread the impact of noise. This 
was the ‘ADNID trial’ route that flew over West Sussex rural areas, which had 
not been flown over before.  
 
The stated purpose of the trial was to combine the technical capabilities of P-
RNAV in conjunction with a reduced divergence angle of 20 degrees from the 
currently approved 45 degrees and to develop the safety case to put to the 
CAA (Civil Aviation Authority).   
 
Gatwick, like other airports in the South East, was conducting this trial in 
support of the CAA’s Future Airspace Strategy (FAS), which is aimed at 
driving efficiency and capacity in the already very congested airspace whilst 
reducing fuel burn and CO2 emissions. 
 
No impact study caused outrage 
 
Gatwick did not undertake an environmental impact study before, or as part 
of, the ADNID trial.  
 
Gatwick and the CAA used uninformed community residents as guinea pigs in 
order to trial a route having conducted no prior research on the impact of 
PRNAV on residents overflown. Neither was any research conducted during 
the trial to assess the impact PRNAV would have on the affected 
communities, in particular those of Warnham, Kingsfold, Rusper, Slinfold, 
Rowhook, Wisborough Green and beyond. 
 
“I was pleased that the airport agreed that the concentration of 
flights in a new route over Wisborough Green and neighbouring 
areas was unfair,”  Nick Herbert MP for Arundel and South Downs. 
 
The trial ran from February to August 2014 and, in May of that year, Gatwick 
introduced PRNAV on all departure routes with seemingly no consultation.   
 
Residents reacted with overwhelming anger that initiated the creation of 
today’s 16 or more community noise protest groups, and that continues today. 
Communities felt that they had not been consulted and that they had been 
trodden over, roughshod. Gatwick eventually said that the introduction of 



PRNAV to all departure routes had been consulted upon via a letter to some 
parish councils offering a web site link. Gatwick also suggested that the 
changes were ‘insignificant’. 
 
Post ADNID, residents expected the routing to return to the pre-February 
2014 status but this did not happen.  Communities then suffered the full 
introduction of PRNAV concentration.  
 
The impact of this concentration was ignored even during the CAA PIR review  
as averages were taken of the noise impact instead of individual noise events 
during peak times, early morning and evening. In rural areas, ‘Average noise’ 
evens out the unacceptable impact of ‘noise events’ over the tranquil periods 
between flight disruption. It, thus, presents a totally misleading, but apparently 
acceptable, result. 
 
The then MP for Horsham, Francis Maude (now Lord Maude) responding to a 
constituent on 17th April 2014, wrote:  
 
“There is a real problem here, and what I have seen convinces me 
that there are alternative solutions available which can meet the 
needs of our important aviation industry without inflicting such 
grievous harm on these local communities.”  
 
The ADNID route was mentioned in the ‘TAG, Farnborough, Change in 
Airspace’ consultation paper of 2016, noting that it would have an impact on 
proposed changes to TAG Farnborough airspace.  This Airspace change 
consultation was carried out in 2016 proposed to introduce concentrated flight 
paths and move airspace into controlled airspace, as the ATMs were to grow 
to 50,000 with a total runway capacity of 100,000 per annum.  Residents 
learnt from the misery of residents at Gatwick to what concentrated flight 
paths would mean and strongly opposed changes to airspace at TAG. 
 
SESAR (a body that SESAR contributes to ‘High-Level goals for the Single 
European Sky EU aviation joint thinking’) also mentioned the trial and as a 
permanent route that would need funding until 2015.  This was subsequently 
removed due to communities’ concerns that ADNID was to become a 
permanent route.  
 
Urgent change is needed to archaic aircraft noise criteria 
 
The Government’s Air Navigation Guidance, which dictated noise 
measurement criteria, is out of date and must be updated with urgency. It 
determines the methodology applied to considering those affected by noise 
and states that there are three criteria:  
 

1. That clear focus should be given to any populated areas overflown 
below 4,000 feet.       

2. From this altitude up to 7,000 feet, there is a trade off with fuel burn 
and CO2 emissions.  

3. After 7,000ft it is simply fuel burn and CO2.  
 
The CAA produces the noise contours that are included in any current 
consultation using this methodology.  This is the same for Heathrow and 



Stansted. But, as the criteria are massively out of date, the reports do not 
reflect the actual impact on communities on the ground from the impact of 
concentration. 
 
For this reason, the real impact of ADNID was not reflected in the noise 
contours that were produced nor was it recognised that concentration was 
causing significant impact on communities despite the outrage from those 
affected communities that extended for some 20 miles.  See Appendix B 
 
Noise Events and Noise Shadows of Concentration  
 
Appendix B illustrates the noise shadow caused by the PRNAV route which 
was detailed by Gatwick and NATS as not flying over Warnham village as it 
was 0.5nm away.  Yet, for example, ‘noise events’ were recorded in Mayes 
Lane at 80.9dB, Winterfold 78.48dB, Garden Close 79.70dB, Wyvern Place 
72.2dB and in Slinfold 78.3dB.  
 
The post report produced by Gatwick showed that an average noise event 
was 66.7dB every 30.7 seconds with a background rural (ambient) noise of 40 
dB LAeq dropping in August to below this.   
 
The maximum aircraft events were <70dB 85.5% of the time and >70dB 17% 
of the time.  This clearly shows the significant impact PRNAV had on rural 
areas with aircraft ‘noise events’ that were hidden in the reports through the 
use of average readings, as is current practice. 
 
 
The Proof is in the Hearing 
 
Independent research carried out by a recognised noise body, Environment 
Assessment Services Ltd(*see further information below), demonstrated how 
areas not shown within the contours were receiving impact and were, in fact, 
within the noise impact ratios. 
 
As a specific example, departing aircraft following the current ADNID route 
were passing Warnham at an average altitude of 4,500ft (according to the 
CAA and Gatwick) on a continuous climb departure route (the noisiest phase 
of ascent), despite Gatwaick claiming that Warnham was not affected.  
 
Gatwick’s commercial ambition disregards communities 
 
As aircraft take off into the wind, when it is blowing from the west (70% of the 
time at Gatwick) aircraft normally climb straight ahead for several miles after 
take off.  This has been the case for many years within recognised NPRs 
[Noise Preferential Routes].  

Furthermore, NATS (air traffic control) declared that the ADNID PRNAV 
(concentrated) route did sustain 63 ATMS per hour (Air Traffic Movements per 
hour) i.e. one every 57.1 seconds. 



 

 
This displays the blue NPR routes traditionally flown to the west of Gatwick, 
with the green lines being the PRNAV routing introduced on all departures  
during the ADNID trial. Red arrow marks Warnham. 
 
More evidence that the noise metrics must be updated 
 
The aircraft noise and frequency monitored by *Environmental Assessment 
Services Ltd in August 2014 found: ‘The background (L(A)90) noise levels at 
the receptors were affected by the frequency of aeroplanes passing overhead, 
however, it would appear that the daytime background levels without the 
influence of aeroplanes on Flight Path ADNID would probably be within the 
range of 30 - 35 dB(A). BS 4142 states that introducing a new noise source 
exceeding 10 dB(A) above background into a residential area is likely to give 
rise to complaints from residents. It is immediately apparent that aeroplanes 
taking off on Flight Path ADNID are introducing a noise source with impacts 
considerably exceeding 10 dB(A) above background and complaints from 
residents have been forthcoming.’ 
 
Noise levels were, in fact, found to be 70-80dB (40-45 dB(A) above the 
background noise) with the report detailing the early morning and frequency of 
flight as major contributing factors to the complaints.   
 
‘Frequency’ of flights is also a vital negative impact caused by ‘concentration 
since all flights are channeled along one route thus dramatically increasing 
the ‘frequency’ of flights when compared to the ‘distribution’ model. 
 
Height is a key factor in noise impact, too: a lightly laden aircraft of the Easyjet 
type might be at 1,500 ft when it turned south on the ADNID route and just on 
or below 4,000 ft by the time it overflew Warnham.   
 
More heavily laden aircraft, probably the majority, (for example holiday 
flights), were lower still and using more power and were therefore even 
noisier. Some were as low as 2,600 ft (above sea level) over Warnham and 



with parts of the parish nearly 300 feet above sea level; the noise problem 
was even more serious. 
 
Illustrating this further, the ADNID NATS/ CAA report used an average of 
heights reporting planes to be at above 4,500 ft. However, the on-the -ground 
logging of flights on Sunday 13 July 2014 showed that flights ranged from 
below 3,000ft to a highest of 5,000ft.  This clearly illustrates that average 
noise metrics do not illustrate the true impact caused by aircraft noise or 
PRNAV as the noise event of those at 3,000ft will be drastically different to 
planes at 5,000ft. 
 
A survey of local residents carried out by CAGNE reported that they felt 
trapped in their homes, unable to use their gardens, experienced bad tempers 
within households, children being woken, and depression and stress having 
had their tranquility ‘stolen’.  One likened the experiences to that of a being a 
rabbit trapped in a laboratory cage. 
 
‘89.3% complained of the aircraft noise from 6-9am each day with 
64.8% specifying loss of sleep as a major factor’ 
 
Some 9,987 Departure routes were flown from Gatwick to the west during the 
ADNID PRNAV trial period with 25% using the ADNID route. This resulted in 
more than 4,000 complaints in just 6 months with the majority coming from 
Warnham, Rusper and Slinfold. 
 
The complaints continue due to the noise impact of concentration of departing 
aircraft and when aircraft are vectored (turned) to be positioned in 
concentrated routes. These often fly over areas that have not witnessed the 
frequency of aircraft before, even above 7,000ft, resulting in MPs being 
approached by residents that have not complained of aircraft noise before e.g. 
Shamley Green, Cranleigh, Rustington, etc. 
 
   
Conclusion and Call for Action 
 
The fundamental problem in assessing the real impact of 
PRNAV/concentration is the outdated noise measurement metrics that take 
no account of ‘noise events’ in low-ambient-noise rural areas. 
 
Until the noise measurement metrics are updated, whatever new routes or 
amended routes are put forward to the CAA as part of the airspace change 
proposal, the total number of people overflown and affected by noise from 
aircraft when concentrated will be a distorted and the numbers of communities 
impacted will be grossly misleading. The metrics must change and a return to 
dispersal must be forthcoming. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix B 
 
Noise Impact of the ADNID PRNAV routing and the noise shadow it created 
over rural communities. 
 

 
Key 

The noise readings above illustrate the noise shadow from the PRNAV route 
which significantly affected more people than dispersal inside an NPR.  

Yellow 50-60dB 
 Green is 60-65dB 

Turquoise is 65-70dB 
Blue is 70-75dB 

Purple is 75-80dB 
Red is 80-90dB 

NB: Ambient noise range from 30-40dB 
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